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Current Collaboration

R10 SAC
Selected papers of R10 Students Research Paper Competition

R10 Flagship Conferences
TENCON, TENSYMP & HTC

R10 YP
YP Track

R10 IRC
IRC Track

R10 WIE
WIE Track

A Great Example: Collaboration between CTS and SAC in 2020
Membership Development is a naturally embedded activity for all tracks.
Industry Academia Forum (Staff & SBs)

R10 SAC
1. Membership Drives and Leadership Training
2. Webinar Series (Leadership & Educational),
3. Leadership and Technology Summit

R10 SAC
1. Membership Drives and Leadership Training
2. Webinar Series (Leadership & Educational),
3. Leadership and Technology Summit

R10 IRC
1. Free & mutual exchange of ideas between industry & academia to foster Innovation, Internship & Entrepreneurship
2. Fostering Industry Academia Interactions through Industry Forum at SBs

R10 YPC
YP-Student Joint Fund
1. Career development (career fair/workshops/industry forums)
2. Coaching on further study after graduation
3. Entrepreneurship events/workshops

R10 PAC
R10 Startup competition among students, YP, WIE, and Professional members

R10 WIE
1. Promote women involvement in science and engineering & social issues under COVID-19 (HTA?)
2. Facilitate the development of supporting program and activities of WIE
3. Enhance networking and knowledge sharing of WIE

Other potential areas for collaboration: HTA, EAC, MDC etc.
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